
THE WEATHER UNDERGROUND

The Weather Underground Organization (WUO), commonly known as the Weather Underground, was a radical left
militant organization active in the late s.

By the late s, activist movements had also mobilized among Asian Americans, Native Americans, Chicanos
and Puerto Ricans, as well as a second wave of activism among women, gay and lesbians and the disabled.
The demonstrations had a low turnoutâ€”as low as by some countsâ€”as well as several incidents of random
pointless rioting. But Weather only set off a total of 25 such bombs during its entire seven years of existence,
all of them relatively small. Their goal was to create a more democratic society "which guarantees political
freedom, economic and physical security, abundant education, and incentives for wide cultural variety". July:
Thirteen Weathermen are indicted by a federal grand jury on charges of conspiring to engage in acts of
terrorism. The bombings continued throughout  September: Timothy Leary issues a statement from the
underground after escaping from prison with the help of the Weathermen. Yet the Weather organization was
minuscule. During the summer of , the National Office began to split. The bomb had been intended to be set
off at a dance at a local Army base. They yearned to expand their numbers beyond a tiny revolutionary cadre.
This consisted of a series of bombings of government and corporate targets in retaliation for specific
imperialist and oppressive acts. Like the enormous prestige of the FBIâ€”which proved itself hapless in the
pursuit of Weathermanâ€”the myth surrounding this small group is bigger than the reality. According to
Weatherman, if people tolerated the unjust actions of the state, they became complicit in those actions. There
they have lived peacefully if on the far Left for the last 40 years. While the Weathermen's sexual politics did
allow women to assert desire and explore relationships with each other, it also made them vulnerable to sexual
exploitation. Critical of monogamy, they launched a "smash monogamy" campaign, in which couples whose
affection was deemed unacceptably possessive, counterrevolutionary or even selfish were to be split apart;
collectives underwent forced rotation of sex partners including allegations that some male leaders rotated
women between collectives in order to sleep with them and in some cases engaged in sexual orgies. At that
time, the FBI believedâ€”wronglyâ€”that Weatherman, because it was countercultural and anarchic, was the
least dangerous group in SDS. Weatherman goes underground By early Weatherman had split into several
underground cells throughout the country. Customize the map by selecting specific weather data layers or
choose from the various map presets. What many believed to be a government-sanctioned killing in an effort
to wipe out militant groups such as the Panthers was, for the Weathermen, the final straw. And over the next
three years, the vast majority of the Weathermen, with no serious federal charges now pending against them,
came up voluntarily from the underground and returned to mainstream society. Weather members aimed to
mobilize people into action against the established leaders of the nation and the patterns of injustice which
existed in America and abroad due to America's presence overseas. Many international events indeed seemed
to support the Weathermen's overall assertion that worldwide revolution was imminent, such as the
tumultuous Cultural Revolution in China; the student revolts in France , Mexico City and elsewhere; the
Prague Spring ; the Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association ; the emergence of the Tupamaros organization
in Uruguay ; the emergence of the Guinea-Bissauan Revolution and similar Marxist -led independence
movements throughout Africa; and within the United States, the prominence of the Black Panther Party,
together with a series of "ghetto rebellions" throughout poor black neighborhoods across the country. This
project was aimed at creating an interracial movement of the poor that would mobilize for full and fair
employment or guaranteed annual income and political rights for poverty class Americans. We are the
incubation of your mother's nightmare. From late onward, those who favored an aboveground mass
organizationâ€”including Jones, Dohrn, and Ayersâ€”either drifted away from Weatherman or were expelled.
By autumn â€”long after they had changed their name to the Weather Undergroundâ€”it was clear that the FBI
had been exaggerating the scale of the Weather threat; yet the Bureau still committed vast resources to
pursuing the group. The belief was that these types of urban guerrilla actions would act as a catalyst for the
coming revolution. Jacobs condemned the "pacifism" of white middle-class American youth, a belief which he
claimed they held because they were insulated from the violence which afflicted blacks and the poor. In direct
actions, dubbed Jailbreaks , Weather members invaded educational institutions as a means by which to recruit
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high school and college students. As historian Dan Berger writes, Weather raised the question "what does it
means to be a white person opposing racism and imperialism? Conventional comforts were forbidden and the
leadership was exalted, giving them immense power over their subordinates in some collectives the leadership
could even dictate personal decisions such as where one went. I love that I can choose local weather stations
that private individuals have set up, and I also can choose multiple weather stations near blocks away, and in
different directions from where I live. In the U.


